Fred series
The Fred is the Meijer Holland bale grab to stack big bales. Available in six different versions, the
Fred is the perfect grab when it comes to stacking and moving big bales of hay and straw. Special
versions are available on request.

Fred
 suitable for front loader, wheel loader, telescopic handler, forklift
or crane
 all bales are grabbed by the hooks
 the special developed hook of high quality steel turns deep into the
bale and pulls the bales against the main frame
 if the grab is tilted forwards, the bales do not fall off, thanks to the
rotating axles with hooks

Type

Number of bales

Width

Height

Weight

Number of hooks

Axle Ø

Fred 2-3

2x 90 cm high
3x 70 cm high (telescopic
beams needed)
3x 90 cm high
4x 70 cm high

165 cm

125 cm

310 kg

6

45 mm

165 cm

230 cm

455 kg

12

45 mm

Fred 3-4

Fred Heavy Duty
 suitable for front loader, wheel loader, telescopic handler,
forklift or crane
 designed for intensive use
 beams for fourth bale of 90 cm or fifth bale of 70 cm high
 removable axles, which makes wearing parts replaceable
 cylinder mounting with special bolt with lubrication groove
 reinforced lower corners
 heavy cylinder

Type

Number of bales

Width

Height

Weight

Number of hooks

Axle Ø

Fred 3-4 Heavy Duty

4x 90 cm high
5x 70 cm high
4x 90 cm high
5x 70 cm high

175 cm

230 cm

515 kg

12

50 mm

175 cm

280 cm

525 kg

12

50 mm

Fred 4-5 Heavy Duty
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Fred series
Super Fred
 suitable for fork lift truck or tele truck (min. lifting power 4 tons)
 with tilting system to load vertically and horizontally
 6/2 electric valve to choose for grabbing or tilting

Type
Super Fred 3-4
Super Fred 3-4 Heavy Duty

Number of
bales
3x 90 cm high
4x 70 cm high
4x 90 cm high
5x 70 cm high

Width

Height

Axle Ø

230 cm

Weight Number of
hooks
680 kg 12

170 cm
170 cm

230 cm

760 kg

50 mm

12

45 mm

Options Fred series






removable brackets
3 removable frontloader tines (length after assembly 950 mm or 660 mm)
hydraulic hoses and couplings
overpressure relief valve for pressure higher than 180 bar or for bales with density higher than 200 kg/m³

Fred 3-4 Heavy Duty
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